MAJORS

STORE INFORMATION

COVID Protocols

Ordering Email Information

1. Due to COVID restrictions there is limits on the
number of customers allowed in store at any one
time. We ask everyone to please be prepared for
disruptions due to customer capacity that may
occur in the foreseeable future.
2. We would prefer one family member, if possible,
to enter the store in order to limit the amount of
people inside.
3. Please use a card instead of cash. The less our
staff need handle money, the safer they will be.
4. Social distancing rules are to be adhered to.
Customers NOT WEARING A FACE MASK OR
APPROPRIATE FACIAL COVERING WILL BE
DENIED ENTRY TO THE STORE, unless exempted
for medical grounds with a certificate.
5. The home delivery service will continue to operate
from Monday to Friday. Orders over the phone or
via email will need to be in before 11am for same
day delivery.

We have set up a new email to take your
orders from. We ask that you now send your
orders through to orders@majorsiga.com
Alternatively, orders can be text through or send a
photo of order to 0492 129 895 (Majors Delivery
Phone). Majors Delivery Phone is not checked during
the evening, so orders will not be received until the
following day.
Orders can be placed from 8.30am–11.00am for
same day delivery. Available 5 days a week Monday
to Friday. At this stage deliveries will only be in
Rochester and will have a $5 delivery and pickup fee.
Our delivery times vary between 11.00am–2.00pm
depending on the amount of orders received. If you
have a request for a specific time, we will try to
accommodate this.
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Strawberries

Bananas 750gm

3

Blueberries

5

$ 49

Pineapples Topless

2

$ 99
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3

$ 99

Pumpkin Butternut

Where the locals matter

Tomatoes Cherry

MAJORS

1

$ 49

ea

Beans 250g

4

$ 99

ea

Lettuce Iceberg

kg

Mandarins Afourer

2

$ 99

ea

Cabbage Green

$ 89

kg

Mandarins Gold Nugget (large)

2

Potatoes Brushed 4kg

ea

$ 49

ea

ea

Sweetcorn

Gillies St, Rochester 5484 1309

